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It’s Been 

 0 

Days Since the Fog 

Other-worldy Figure Spotted In Fog 

Foghorn Foothorn 

    Early this morning, before the first fingers 

of the dawn light, the menacing fog 

descended from the sky to settle over the 

quiet town of Houghton Michigan.  It brought 

with it fierce winds and bone-chilling cold, 

blanketing the area in snow yet again, no 

matter how many times the poor snow-

blower elves get to work and clear it all.   

   This isn’t the first time the fog has come for 

MTU, and it almost certainly won’t be the 

last.  But whenever it comes, residents know 

to take shelter, curl up in their covers, and 

wait for it to go away.  Not only because the 

fog is uncomfortably moist, chilly, and 

thoroughly miserable when it’s already -1 °F 

outside, but also because the fog tends to 

bring mysterious and unexplainable 

phenomenon that often has people 

questioning the things they saw with their 

own eyes. 

   Several reports came in this morning of a 

strange figure spotted in the fog.  The figure 

appeared to be standing on two comically 

large feet, and was large in stature, towering 

at a height of at least a smoot and a half.  

Witnesses claim the figure appeared to have 

three or four tails, and a large, oblong face.  

The most chilling detail, however, was the 

noise it was reported to make as it stood 

there, unmoving, watching the witnesses try 

to navigate the fog and .35 smoots of snow to 

get to class. 

  “It sounded like it was muttering a really 

awful fake Southern drawl under its breath.” 

One witness said, so shocked by the 

experience that they took the interview 

wrapped in a Snuggie.  “It reminded me of 

that detective character from that new 

mystery series– Hatchets In and Crystal 

Garlic or whatever”.   

    Several witnesses attempted to take 

photos, but due to the cold bricking their 

phones only a few were able to get a 

picture, and because of the fog the image 

quality was about equivalent to that of a 

boiled and half-mashed potato with a bit of 

parsley and thyme.  This has led to some 

“Fog Truthers” speculating that this figure 

was a visitor from another planet, or a 

cryptid that rides on the fog previously 

unknown to science.  While this idea would 

be absolutely metal and someone should 

write it (hint hint share with bull@mtu.edu), 

others are much more cautious.  They point 

out that, after all, it could just be a lost 

cosplayer, or a really detailed fursona that 

someone is just a bit too embarrassed to 

express in the open.  Whatever it is, officials 

will continue their investigation when the fog 

returns. 

Experts Ask “Is that a Rooster Fursuit?” 

Artist Rendition - Dafinius Fudd 



NMU Spy Balloon Spotted Over MTU Campus 

Counter-Intelligent 

    Public Safety recently responded to a report regarding a strange unidentified object in 

the sky. The object appears to be circular in shape and moving steadily across campus, with 

an odd shining light coming off from it. Our experts believe that it may be a spy balloon 

hailing from our greatest rivals (and our greatest lover), Northern Michigan University. It is 

currently unclear why they felt the need to send a balloon over campus, but students are 

encouraged to proceed with extreme caution. 

    So far, Public Safety has not yet attempted to intercept this balloon as they have deemed it 

“too fuckin high” to retrieve. We believe the balloon may potentially be scoping out the 

area for Winter Carnival preparations. The balloon’s functions are currently disputed as it 

has not done much except glow intensely. We believe this glowing ball may be an 

intimidation tactic, as many Tech students are known for their fear of light and grass. 

Regardless of what the functions may be, The Daily Bull has decided to intervene.  

    Our best nerf gun snipers are currently on the MEEM keeping surveillance on the object 

of interest. We also have a very large net ready just in case things get serious. We will 

protect the students of MTU from this evil floating balloon, and we will not rest until we 

discover its purpose. We reached out to Tech administrators to ask for their thoughts on the 

matter, but they only threatened to raise tuition in response.  


